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Abstract
PLZT thin films with different thickness were deposited in situ on platinum coated silicon substrates using a multi-target sputtering system. The

purpose was to grow (1 1 1)-textured PLZT films on Pt (1 1 1). To this aim, the role of some key parameters on both crystalline quality and

electrical properties was investigated. An ultra-thin TiO2 seeding layer was deposited, prior to PLZT, which strongly affected the crystallographic

orientation of the films. The relation between temperature deposition and film crystallinity is analysed. TEM observations show the presence of

some very small grains of Zr0.9La0.1O1.95 at the film bottom interface. In the range of thickness investigated, the plot of the inverse capacitance as a

function of the film thickness split up into two different curves, each with a linear shape, which however allows determination of a single value of

interface capacitance. Above a thickness of 400–500 nm a saturation of the dielectric properties seems to be reached.
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1. Introduction

Ferroelectric materials have retained much attention

because they are good candidates for non-volatile RAM

applications and they could be used in a wide variety of devices

in thin film form [1–2]. PZT is known as one of the best

ferroelectric materials with high dielectric properties. One way

to still enhance the dielectric properties of PZT for DRAM

applications consists to perform cationic substitution [3–4].

Lanthanum is considered as a doping element in PZT structure

as it replaces Pb2+ in A-sites with a higher valence degree

leading to the formula Pb1�3y/2LayZrxTi1�xO3. Addition of

higher valence impurities lowers the ferroelectric properties but

tends to increase the dielectric response. In addition, PLZT has

been shown to be less prone to the classical failures

encountered in PZT [5], like fatigue and imprint [1].
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Derived materials such as (Pb, La) (Zr, Ti)O3 (PLZT) are

also attractive because the modulation of the ferroelectric

properties may be achieved by changing the amount of La

dopant or by varying the Zr/Ti ratio [6–8]. To this aim, RF

multi-target sputtering is particularly convenient because the

amount of each cationic element can be monitored individually.

To achieve potential devices like DRAM capacitor, industrial

standard substrates like Si/SiO2 and low temperature process

are required. This may be obtained by in situ sputtering with

substrate temperature around 500 8C.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the preparation of

(1 1 1)-textured PLZT films by sputtering on platinum coated

silicon substrates. The influence of the thickness of the films on

the ferroelectric properties will also be considered, and the

value of the interface capacitance resulting from ferroelectric

layer/electrode interfaces will be determined.

2. Experimental procedure

PLZT thin films were prepared by RF sputtering using

magnetron cathodes. Metallic targets (Pb, Zr and Ti) of 4 in.
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Fig. 1. XRD pattern of PLZT films crystallized in situ at different temperatures.

The (h k l)* indexes are related to the perovskite phase.

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of PLZT films with different thickness of the TiO2 buffer

layer. All films were grown at 550 8C.
were used except for lanthanum (La2Ti2O6 target) because of

instability in air of this element. Pt(1 1 1)/TiO2/SiO2/Si

substrates were heated (425–580 8C) during the deposition

of PLZT thin films in order to achieve in situ crystallization.

Platinum bottom electrodes were elaborated by sputtering and

showed (1 1 1)-preferred orientation. Ferroelectric capacitors

with 250 mm � 250 mm top electrodes were patterned by lift-

off after sputtering platinum on the surface of the films. The

crystalline structure of the films was examined with an X-ray

Seifert diffractometer. The thickness was measured with a

DEKTAK profilometer. Electron transparent lamella was Fib

prepared in a FEI 200Xp using lift-off in situ technique [9].

TEM study was performed on a Jeol 2011 FEG-STEM

equipped with a tilting rotating holder, a high resolution

objective lens (dmin = 2.2 Å) and EDAX energy dispersive X-

ray analyzer. For EDX line profiles, the electron nanobeam

(1nm theoretical diameter) was kept 10 s at each analysis point

for X-ray counting. Hysteresis measurements were performed

by using the Sawyer-Tower circuit. A Hewlett-Packard 4294A

LCR meter allowed the study of the dielectric response in the

100 Hz–1 MHz frequency range, the amplitude of the AC small

signal was 5 mV.

In this study we focus on the mechanisms and the crucial

steps of the crystallisation of (1 1 1)-oriented Pb1�3y/2LayZrx-

Ti
1�x

O3 thin films. To avoid coexistence of different phases we

chose a composition in the tetragonal phase Pb0.85La0.1Zr0.4-

Ti0.6O3 (named 10/40/60), which is far from any phase

transition. Based on previous works [10–11], we used a seeding

layer of TiO2 deposited on the Pt bottom electrode prior to

PLZT deposition. This layer promotes the crystallisation of the

perovskite phase and allows the control of the growth axis.

Under some special conditions, the use of an oxidizing titanium

thin layer on Pt(1 1 1)/TiO2/SiO2/Si substrates leads to the

(1 1 1) preferential orientation of the PLZT.

3. Results

3.1. Film crystallization

Heating treatment during PLZT deposition was investigated

to determine the optimum growth temperature. During this

study, the thickness of TiO2 thin buffer layer was about 2–3 nm

and that of PLZT films of around 150 nm. Fig. 1 shows the

XRD pattern of PLZT 10/40/60 films grown at different

temperatures. For temperatures below 450 8C, the films are

amorphous even if a small pyrochlore phase line at 298 is

present on the XRD pattern. At higher temperatures, the films

crystallized in a single perovskite phase with (1 1 1)-

preferential orientation. Considering that the (1 1 1) plane

has the lowest surface energy and that the lattice mismatch with

the (1 1 1) plane of platinum is about 2.5%, this may explain

why the films orientation followed the Pt growth axis, even if a

competition between h1 1 1i and h1 0 1i orientations was

clearly visible on the XRD patterns. When the growth

temperature was increased up to 580 8C, the XRD patterns

revealed some degradation of the crystallization. Above this

temperature the loss of lead species probably became
substantial, leading to a decrease of the number of nucleation

sites, and finally less crystallized films were obtained.

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the diffraction patterns with the

thickness of the ultra-thin TiO2 layer. The thickness is quoted as

time of deposition. When the PLZT films were deposited

without any TiO2 layer, poor crystalline structure with random

orientation was obtained. The presence of the titanium oxide

seeding layer clearly promoted the crystallization of the (1 1 1)

oriented PLZT perovskite. The diffraction patterns did not

change significantly after further increase of the deposition

time. Nevertheless, ferroelectric measurements revealed a large

increase of leakage current for deposition time of TiO2 larger

than 6 min (see Fig. 3). This is consistent with the assumption

that the TiO2 seeding layer must cover sufficiently the platinum

electrode to promote the nucleation [12], but however, the

thickness of this TiO2 seeding layer should also be minimised in

order to avoid the formation of a detrimental interface layer. A

study by AES depth profile of a sample with 3 min TiO2

deposition time (Fig. 4) shows a well homogeneous composi-

tion within the film with only a very slight excess of Ti close to

the interface. On the contrary, increase of the TiO2 deposition
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Fig. 3. Effect of the thickness of the TiO2 seed layer on the hysteresis loops.

Fig. 4. AES depth profile for the sample with 3 min TiO2 buffer layer deposi-

tion time.

Fig. 5. Cross-sectional Medium resolution TEM analysis image of 240 nm

thick (1 1 1)-oriented PLZT film with 3 min TiO2 deposition time.
time reveals an excess of titanium amount at the interface (not

shown in the paper). This may contribute to formation of an

interface layer detrimental to the ferroelectric properties of the

Pt/PLZT/Pt capacitors as evidenced in Fig. 3.

Several works have been carried out concerning the role of

an ultra-thin TiO2 layer [11–20]. Different seeding layers like

PbTiO3 were also employed by other researchers [12,16,17].

Obviously the TiO2 seeding layer promotes nucleation sites for
Fig. 6. Electron micro-diffraction pattern of: (a) PLZT grain and (b) neighbouring gra

interreticular distance.
crystallization of PZT perovskite on platinum electrode. On one

hand, the Ti rich PZT compounds have a lower activation

energy [11,20]. Thus, during the first stage of the film growth,

the Pb probably incorporates more easily through the reaction

(1), minimizing the Lead deficiency (by evaporation) at the

interface, hence preventing crystallization of pyrochlore

phases.

TiO2þ PbO ! PbTiO3 (1)

Then zirconium and lanthanum are likely to gradually

incorporate during the subsequent growth of the film.

On the other hand, the good lattice matching between the Pt

electrode and the perovskite film limits the interface strain.

However, the possible gradual incorporation of elements at the

first stage of the deposition suggests the existence of a

continuous transition between the substrate and the film.

A cross-sectional TEM observation of a 240 nm thick

(1 1 1)-oriented sample with 3 min TiO2 layer deposition time

(Fig. 5) was performed. The columnar structure of the film is

clearly visible and its thickness varies from 190 nm to 240 nm.

The observed columnar structure suggests that kinetics process

was predominant. Indeed, as it was described in the Stranski-

Krastanov diagram [21], columnar structure is often obtained

when films are grown by sputtering.
in of Pt lower electrode. Note on (a) the diffuse ring corresponding to d101 PLZT
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Fig. 7. TEM images of PLZT-Pt lower electrode interface.

Fig. 8. (a) STEM image showing both lines followed with electron nanobeam for EDX line profiles; each measurement point is spaced of about 1.9 nm (b) partial

corresponding EDX spectra; to ease interpretation both scales are expanded.
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Fig. 9. (a) XRD patterns of PLZT films with thickness ranging from 50 nm to

650 nm. (b) Evolution with thickness of the relative intensities of (1 0 1) and

(1 1 1) lines.
The width of the grains, ranging from 120 nm to 200 nm

allowed performing micro-diffraction experiments. The

textured nature of the PLZT film, was confirmed with

h1 1 1iPLZT//h1 1 1iPt and perpendicular to growth plane.

Besides, some micro-diffractions might exhibit diffuse rings

corresponding to d110 (Fig. 6) suggesting the presence of small

grains h1 0 1iPLZT oriented, which is in agreement with X-ray

diffractograms (Fig. 2). High resolution observations and EDX

analyses have brought further information on the micro-

structure of the film (Figs. 7 and 8), and especially on the first

deposited atomic layers. Indeed, contrasts observed near the

Pt–PLZT film interface suggest the presence of small grains,

leading when superimposed to Moiré patterns (Fig. 7a and b).

High resolution images of such a grain show fringes, spaced of

3 Å, which does not correspond to any PLZT structure

interreticular distance (Fig. 7c). Also, a small grain showing a

much clearer contrast than that of PLZT film can be

distinguished.

Thus EDX line profiles have been performed in an attempt to

identify those peculiar grains (Fig. 8). On the first one, the

electron beam is shifted from Pt electrode to PLZT film going

through ‘‘stranger’’ grains (Fig. 8b). For comparison, a second

one is performed through the expected interface. In order to

minimize superimposition effects, EDX analyses have been

performed with a small tilt angle, explaining the unexpected

low oxygen content. It clearly appears that the 3 Å

characterized grain mainly contains Zr and La, it could thus

be identified as Zr0.9La0.1O1.95 phase, for which d101 = 2.99 Å.

Also the clearer contrast grain seems to contain less Pb than the

homogeneous PLZT film.

From these TEM observations, it is possible to conclude

that a disturbed interfacial layer of around 10 nm exists at the

interface between the PLZT film and the bottom electrode. In

particular, some very small grains of Zr0.9La0.1O1.95 were

identified by EDX analysis. Then the classical reaction (1)

between TiO2 and PbO is certainly not the only mechanism

that takes place at the first stage of the growth of our PLZT

thin films. The interesting point in comparison with previous

works is that an interfacial layer, different in nature from

the ‘‘bulk layer’’, has been identified near the bottom

electrode.

3.2. Thickness dependence of the electrical properties

Evolution of the structural and electrical properties of

(1 1 1)-oriented films with thickness ranging from 50 nm to

650 nm has been examined. The diffraction patterns of the

different films (Fig. 9a) show a gradual improvement of the

degree of orientation of the film with the increase of their

thickness. Indeed, the intensity of the (1 1 1) line increases with

thickness, when the intensity of the (1 0 1) line tends to saturate

(see Fig. 9b). This suggests that (1 0 1) orientation may arise

from only few crystallites.

Hysteresis loops of the films show an improvement of the

ferroelectric properties as the thickness is increased

(Fig. 10a). It has to be noticed than the thinnest films, with

thickness less than 135 nm, were too leaky to give a
ferroelectric response, probably due to the columnar

structure ‘‘defects’’. Well established loops with conven-

tional shape were observed only for thickness of 135 nm and

above. The average remanent polarization Pr and the average

coercive field Ec for the film with a thickness of 270 nm were

12 mC/cm2 and 45 kV/cm, respectively. The remanent

polarization of the thicker film was improved reaching a

value of 18 mC/cm2, however with no significant variation of

the coercive field, and of the polarization maximum. Fig. 10b

shows permittivity and dielectric loss dependence on film

thickness.

The thickness dependence of the electrical properties of our

PLZT films are very similar to that observed in previous works

[22–27]. Most of these works referred to the existence of a non

ferroelectric dielectric layer at the electrode/film interfaces and

it is probable that the Pt/film interfaces play a key role on the

properties of our Pt/PLZT/Pt structures. Our TEM observations

confirmed structural differences between a thin interfacial layer

near the bottom electrode and the main film structure. Then, as

demonstrated by Larsen et al. [22], Pt/PZT/Pt capacitors may

be described by a linear interface capacitance in series with the

linear capacitance due to the bulk ferroelectric layer. By

assuming that the interface capacitance is independent of the
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Fig. 10. Hysteresis loops of the samples with thickness of 135 nm, 270 nm

and 650 nm. Evolution of the dielectric constant and loss with thickness of

the films.

Fig. 11. Evolution of the reciprocal capacitance with thickness for different

PLZT compositions. Evolution of the reciprocal capacitance with thickness for

the PLZT 10/40/60.
film thickness, the total capacitance of the structure may be

expressed as follows:

1

C
¼ 1

Ci

þ d

ðe0erAÞ
(2)

where C is the measured capacitance, Ci the interface capaci-

tance, d the total thickness of the sample, e0 and er are the

permittivity of free space and the relative permittivity of the film

respectively, A the electrode area. It has to be noticed that relation

(2) supposes that the thickness of the interface layers is negligible

compared to that of the samples. This was confirmed by our TEM

observations, from which an interfacial layer thickness of around

10 nm was estimated. The model was confirmed experimentally

as it correctly predicted the observed linear variations of the

reciprocal capacitance of PZT films versus their thickness [22].

Moreover, the determination of the interface capacitance and the
Table 1

Calculated values of interfacial capacitance and dielectric constant of the differen

PLZT 32/28/72 PLZT 23/

Calculated interfacial capacitance (nF) 5.1 4.6

Dielectric constant 1030 2840
dielectric permittivity of the bulk ferroelectric layer are possible.

Different thickness series of samples with various compositions

confirm the model (Fig. 11a). The calculated interfacial capaci-

tances are found to be almost independant of the composition.

The average calculated value, closed to 5.5 nF (see Table 1), is in

agreement with previous results [22–24], even in case of Pt/

BaTiO3/Pt structure [25]. Nevertheless, the PLZT 10/40/60

needs the use of a specific interpretation to reach a same

interfacial capacitance.

The plot of 1/C of this sample as a function of d is shown on

Fig. 11b. The plot does not form a straight line. However it is

possible to construct two different straight lines with different

slopes but having same intercept with the Y-axis (see Fig. 11b).

Both lines give an interface capacitance Ci of 6.9 nF, in

agreement with the value found previously. Concerning the

dielectric constant er of the bulk ferroelectric layer, the latter

may be determined from the slope of the curves, as suggested

by relation (2). We found er = 1200 and er = 980 for the thinnest

and for the thickest films, respectively.

The growth of all the films was performed under the same

sputtering conditions. Thus, the different films presented
t series of PLZT samples

28/72 PLZT 10/40/60 PLZT 0/54/46 PLZT 9/64/36

6.9 4.4 6.4

1200 1120 1200
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certainly similar interface quality, which justifies the use of an

unique Ci value. It is interesting to note that the range of

thickness (400–650 nm) for which is observed the change of er

value corresponds approximately to that for which was

observed the saturation of the intensity of the (1 0 1) line

(see Fig. 9b). Therefore one may conclude that the (1 0 1)

oriented grains or/and the Zr0.9La0.1O1.95 grains, even in a small

amount, played a role on the average dielectric and ferroelectric

properties of these PLZT films, though they were highly (1 1 1)

oriented.

The measurement above showed that the contribution of the

(1 0 1) oriented grains was to increase the overall dielectric

constant since higher er was found for the thinnest films for

which larger volume fraction of (1 0 1) oriented grains was

observed during the XRD measurements. But this is contra-

dictory with some previous works showing that the dielectric

constant of h1 0 1i oriented PZT films are lower than that of

h1 1 1i oriented ones [28]. Therefore, it is possible that

contribution of (1 1 1)/(1 0 1) grain boundaries may partly

explain the increase of the dielectric response. Another

hypothesis is to consider that the Zr0.9La0.1O1.95 grains can

also act as a dielectric dead layer. To obtain the right interface

capacitance, the dielectric permittivity of the Zr0.9La0.1O1.95

phase should be about 100, taking into account the thickness of

the dead layer as determined by TEM observations.

Another possible contribution for the observed dependence

of er value on film thickness could result from some relaxation

of the strain imposed by the lattice mismatch between the film

and the substrate. Though the latter was found not to be

excessive (2.5%), the strain effects might however influence the

dielectric and ferroelectric properties of the films with

thickness below 300–400 nm, and thicker films should

experience the effect of the strain relaxation.

4. Conclusion

(1 1 1)-oriented PLZT thin films grown by sputtering on Si/

Pt substrates have been investigated. The effect of the thickness

of ultra thin seeding layer on in situ crystallization was

demonstrated. By this way, in situ crystallisation at moderate

temperatures was possible, even for oriented films. The PLZT

thin films displayed good dielectric properties which highlights

their promising potential for DRAM applications. However

detrimental effect of electrode/film interfaces must be taken

into consideration as they play a key role on the dielectric and

ferroelectric properties when the thickness of Pt/PLZT film/Pt

capacitors is reduced. TEM observations have evidenced that
an interfacial layer containing very small grains of

Zr0.9La0.1O1.95 exists for the films studied in this paper.
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